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Abstract
Through semi-structured interviews with four women news journalists, this study ex-
plores how journalists who specialize in women’s issues and health cover Black maternal
mortality. Discussions include the role of advocacy in journalism and the struggle of
covering the complex, long-standing systemic issue of maternal mortality associated with
race in American society. Six themes consider the inclusion of race in healthcare
coverage, a need for in-depth, nuanced coverage, the role of advocacy in journalism,
complications of reporting on race, the importance of citing sources of color, and ce-
lebrity influence. Findings show the need for media advocacy in public health crises, and
how journalistic norms can pressure journalists into citing inappropriate sources or
diluting the story.
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Introduction

We believe Black women less when they express concerns about the symptoms they are
having, particularly around pain. And that is the common thread in all of the stories we
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have been hearing in the media, including Serena Williams—Dr. Neel Shah, CBS News
Interview, August 5, 2018

Black maternal mortality and morbidity in the U.S. is a public health crisis (Villarosa,
2018; Wynn, 2019). Overall, maternal mortality and morbidity rates have decreased
across the U.S. in the last century. However, when looking at Black mothers, studies show
that they are three to four times more likely to die of childbirth-related deaths than White
women (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2019). In 1988, medical researchers
termed this the “challenge for the 90s,” yet, the racial maternal mortality gap still exists
over 30 years later, even though 63% of these deaths are described as preventable
(Creanga, 2018; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2019; Siefert and Martin,
1988).

Black women are also more likely to die during childbirth than Hispanic, Asian/Pacific
Islanders, and American Indian/Alaska Native women in the U.S. (Creanga, 2018; Hoyert
and Miniño, 2020), as well as women in Mexico, a country where nearly half of the
residents live in poverty (Villarosa, 2018). Some researchers have referred to this crisis as
“medical apartheid,” or “obstetric violence” (Nash, 2019). Studies have also shown that
this disparity still exists after controlling for geographic or socioeconomic standing (Cole,
2018). A Black woman with a college degree is more likely to die during childbirth than a
White teenage woman (Cole, 2018; Villarosa, 2018).

Many attribute the cause to the “lived experience of being a Black woman in America,”
and is connected to the history of slavery in the U.S. (Cole, 2018; Villarosa, 2018; Wynn,
2019). Other research has shown that there is a physiological effect to racism, specifically
on the birth weight of babies born to women who experience racism during pregnancy
(Padela and Heisler, 2010). Links have also been found between racism and the likelihood
that women will experience depression and anxiety, two factors that can negatively impact
women and their unborn babies (Padela and Heisler, 2010).

The topic of maternal mortality has seen a fairly consistent increase in news coverage
in the U.S. since 2007; however, the connection to race is still not prominent (See Figure
1). A study exploring the challenges journalists face when reporting on health disparities
as the result of social inequalities found that journalists felt they could not adequately
cover the topics from a racial perspective because of tight deadlines, small staff numbers,
lack of specialized training, and a lack of time to do thorough research (Wallington et al.,
2010).

Although overall media coverage has increased, the topic remains a point of con-
troversy within the Centers for Disease and Control and Prevention (CDC) and the World
Health Organization (WHO). The CDC’s definition of maternal mortality is stated as
“death of a woman while pregnant or within 1 year of the end of a pregnancy - regardless
of the outcome, duration or site of the pregnancy,” while WHO and the National Center
for Health Statistics (NCHS) use the definition, “deaths of women while pregnant or
within 42 days of being pregnant, from any cause related to or aggravated by the
pregnancy or its management, but not from accidental or incidental causes.” (Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, 2017; Hoyert and Miniño, 2020). Because of these
conflicting definitions and a lack of consistency in tracking across states, the classification
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of a maternal-related death and accurate numbers regarding the death of women during
childbirth is most likely understated (Martin, 2020).

Government entities have debated the validity of the numbers and how they are
collected for decades (Creanga, 2018). The “Preventing Maternal Deaths Act of 2018”
(Author Anonymous, 2018) was passed by the U.S. Congress in 2018 to offer financial
assistance to states for proper tracking and reporting of maternal deaths across the country.
Despite these facts, the surrounding controversy, and a national Act of Congress, the topic
did not reach prominence in mainstream media until Serena Williams was interviewed in
2018 by Vogue about her personal experience of having life-threatening complications
after giving birth to her daughter (Clark, 2018; Haskell, 2018). Figure 1 shows not just the
increase in coverage due to Williams’ story, but also the increase in maternal mortality
coverage as it relates to race. Although some media outlets connected the issue to a racial
disparity, it was not until current research was released in January 2020 that Black
maternal mortality was defined as a public health issue (Chuck, 2020; Galvin, 2020).

Most prior research on this topic explores how the data is captured, how the U.S.
compares to other countries, and the underlying factors that cause the disparity (Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention, 2019; Cole, 2018; Creanga, 2018; Fang et al., 2000;
Siefert and Martin, 1988; Villarosa, 2018; Wynn, 2019). Few studies have examined how
the media has covered the topic (Cole, 2018), and no known studies to date have
considered journalists and their role in presenting this issue to the public. The purpose of
this study is to examine how women health journalists are covering Black maternal

Figure 1. News coverage of Maternal Mortality in the U.S. Note: The data in this figure comes
from two searches performed in the Nexis Uni ® “database. The “Articles” line represents all
articles with the keywords “maternal mortality.” “BMM Articles” represents all articles with the
keywords “maternal mortality” AND “African American” OR “Black.” Duplicates were removed
for both searches. All U.S. newspapers present in the Nexis Uni ® database were included. The
year 1985 was chosen as a starting point because that is when the first article using the term “Black
maternal mortality” was published.
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mortality as a societal issue and how they are elevating the conversation into the
mainstream agenda while balancing the presumed norms of journalistic objectivity with
media advocacy for Black women victims.

Literature review

Media advocacy in public health. When examining how journalists tell the story of maternal
mortality, it is important to consider societal beliefs regarding journalistic norms and
public health. Journalists are considered objective storytellers, reporting facts, and two
sides to stories. However, the Code of Ethics for the Society of Professional Journalists
does not use the term “objective” (Author Anonymous, n.d.). Although “objective” may
have been a core originating doctrine, over the years, it has been replaced with words such
as “fair,” and “accurate” (Bennett, 2016).

A study examining journalistic norms and diversity in newsrooms interviewed mi-
nority journalists to see how journalistic norms impact their coverage of minority issues
(Nishikawa et al., 2009). The researchers found that while minority journalists wanted to
be supportive of and highlight minority issues, they did not want to be called advocates
because it was seen as a negative label (Nishikawa et al., 2009). They also believed that
being “branded as an advocate” could damage their careers and bring scrutiny (Nishikawa
et al., 2009). In essence, journalists, minority journalists specifically, often cling to the
doctrine of objectivity like it is a shield against all who should question their journalistic
honor, disregarding the potential of media advocacy in favor of presumed journalistic
norms.

Other researchers have arrived at similar conclusions as Nishikawa et al. (2009), that
journalists see advocacy as negative, allowing the desire to be impartial to stifle their
coverage of specific issues (Robinson and Culver, 2019). Although advocacy may be
considered a negative term in newsrooms, within the realm of public health, media
advocacy is a strategy that is often used to garner public support or shift policy (Wallack
et al., 1993). The key difference between personal advocacy as a journalist and media
advocacy, according to Wallack et al., is that media advocacy focuses on telling the story
as an issue of public health (1993). The issue of Black maternal mortality is not about
equitable distribution of goods, but about the systemic issues with treating expectant
Black mothers in our health care system, making it a public health issue.

Wallack et al. argue that advocacy is “...a catch-all word for the set of skills used to
create a shift in public opinion and mobilize the necessary resources and forces to support
an issue, policy, or constituency” (1993: 27). Education is a critical component of ad-
vocacy, and the media can play a crucial role in educating the public about a public health
issue. In the case of Black maternal mortality, media advocacy could focus on changing
the health care system and moving “...the focus for media access from the public affairs
desk to the news desk” (Wallack, et al., 1993: 75). Proponents of media advocacy argue
that the purpose “...is to use the media to stimulate broad-based coverage that will reframe
health issues to increase community support and mobilize community action to change
policies affecting health” (Wallack, et al., 1993: 121).
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Some news organizations have attempted to frame the issue as a public health issue by
exploring the topic of Black maternal mortality through interviews with families and
doctors. “Lost Mothers” (Martin and Montagne, 2017) is an award-winning series co-
produced by NPR and ProPublica, and “Mothers Matter,” is an investigative series about
Black mothers dying by TEGNA (formerly Gannett) (Mothers, n.d.); both are examples of
news organizations covering Black maternal mortality. These examples of award-winning
journalism call attention to the issue, frame it as a public health crisis, and suggest
solutions.

The key difference between this type of coverage and traditional news coverage of
maternal mortality is the inclusion of race, which positions the story as a counter-narrative
to a majoritarian view. This view may include statistics, but it does not tell the stories of
Black women in-detail so that the issue is framed as a public health issue. In their seminal
work on counter-storytelling, Solórzano and Yosso define counter-storytelling as “a
method of telling the stories of those people whose experiences are not often told” (2002:
32). By telling these untold (and often unknown) stories, this coverage fits into the realm
of media advocacy. Using Black women to tell their own story (like Serena) shows a real-
life example in the third person voice. Solórzano and Yosso argue that this is critical to the
counter-story because it “offers a biographical analysis of the experiences of a person of
color…in relation to U.S. institutions and in a sociohistorical context” (2002: 33).
Combining media advocacy with counter-storytelling creates a powerful narrative that
audiences can relate.

Certain media outlets, lawmakers, and advocacy groups appear to be fighting to elevate
the conversation into the mainstream agenda. Several congresswomen, including (then)
Senator Kamala Harris and Congresswoman Robin Kelly, sponsored a bill in 2019, the
“Mothers and Offspring Mortality and Morbidity Awareness” (MOMMA’s) Act (Author
Anonymous, 2019), which aims to protect the rights of women and children and in-
vestigate this disparity. However, there are clear lines of communication that each adheres
to, which may prevent a unified voice for change. For example, the media is often seen as
an objective party, so taking a stance on an advocacy issue may make media outlets seem
partisan. Advocacy groups such as the Black Mamas Matter Alliance (BMMA) have a
mission, and lawmakers have many interests other than the welfare of a population subset
in mind when voting on laws. Prior research on media advocacy argues that “...media
advocacy is not done for people. Media advocacy is done by people” (emphasis in
original) (Winett and Wallack, 1996). The goal of media advocacy is to put power in the
hands of the community and give them the skills to strengthen their voice.

Building the agenda for black maternal mortality

Prior research has found that media can play a substantial role in how the public responds
to health issues (Leask et al., 2010). Many mass communication researchers have ex-
amined agenda setting to explore how news media impacts the believed importance of an
issue by the audience (McCombs and Shaw, 1972). However, agenda building takes the
concept one step further. In agenda building, researchers are examining the multiple, often
shifting roles involved (press, government, industry, and public), and exploring how each
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role plays a part in setting the overall agenda (Alkazemi andWanta, 2018). Unlike agenda
setting, agenda building does not presume a passive audience absorbing information
produced by the media. Agenda building looks at multiple viewpoints and agendas to
examine how they work to present and influence the issue at hand (Alkazemi and Wanta,
2018).

Journalists also have a great responsibility in choosing whom the audience will hear
from. Selecting appropriate sources is critical to the coverage of Black maternal mortality
because researchers have found that not only are men covering the majority of stories
regarding reproductive issues, but they are also more likely to cite other men, leaving
women out of both the coverage and the conversation (WMC, 2017). Because of this
critical responsibility in selecting sources and presenting a counter-narrative to the
prevailing norm, it is also important for this study that we interview women journalists
who have covered the topic in-depth. Women’s lives differ structurally and fundamentally
from men’s, and therefore, they see the world through a unique vantage point (Hartsock,
1983). For this study, the standpoint we want to explore is that of a woman journalist
covering health issues willing to incorporate race into her work and present a counter-
narrative to the prevailing norm. Using prior research as a building block, the purpose of
this study is to examine how women journalists covering Black maternal mortality
describe the process, how they decide whom to cite as knowledgeable sources, and how
they see their role in defining and addressing the problem.

Methods

Qualitative semi-structured interviews were used to explore the potential role of media
advocacy and how agenda building influences the coverage of maternal mortality. The
journalists selected for this study were women who had covered maternal mortality,
specifically within the context of race and specialized in women’s health and health-
related topics. Prior studies have found interviews with journalists to be productive
because they are familiar with the interview process (Bowd, 2004).

The researchers selected stories online and through Twitter from reputable news
sources using keywords “Black,” “African American,” and “maternal mortality” to
identify journalists who have covered maternal mortality as it relates to race. The time
frame for publication was not specified during the initial search to consider all coverage.
Researchers were unable to locate an in-depth, series of articles from one news outlet or a
journalist covering maternal mortality through the lens of race before 2017, so the
journalists selected had not only recently covered Black maternal mortality but had done
so through the lens of race that went beyond wire copy. For selection in this study, the
researchers read the stories to ensure there were in-depth references, personal accounts
within stories, and that the journalists were female health journalists. After sorting through
the stories, nine were contacted, six responded, and due to time constraints and scheduling
conflicts, four were interviewed. The average interview was 1 hour and 18 min.

Informants for this study had both the journalistic background and subject-matter
knowledge needed to discuss their experiences in a meaningful and discerning manner. In
addition to subject-matter expertise, these informants reflect several of Lindlof and
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Taylor’s (2011: 177) characteristics of good informants being veterans of the subject,
reliable sources, and understanding societal context having covered the issue from a
societal, racial and (for some) an advocacy perspective. The informants also were well-
versed in the appropriate terminology for and history of coverage around women’s health
and Black maternal mortality. All interviews were conducted via phone, recorded (on two
audio recorders), and transcribed by the researchers.

This study relied on in-depth interviews with four key sources. As noted in
McCracken’s The Long Interview, “less is more” (1951: 17). The goal of these interviews
was to gain a better understanding of how these women cover the topic of Black maternal
mortality and incorporate racial and counter-narrative themes into their coverage. These
four women approached the topic from their own unique standpoint, and they were
selected because of their coverage. Although they all met the aforementioned criteria, they
offered a variety of insight and perspectives. We sought this variety, not to generalize the
results, but to provide additional context to the conversation. Due to the lengthy nature of
these interviews, saturation was reached with confidence and confirmed throughout the
coding process.

The interview protocol was guided by an etic approach, using questions to build on
prior research and theory (Glesne, 2011). None of the participants requested pseudonyms.
The initial questions included their background, progressing to the issue of maternal
mortality, their thoughts about covering the topic, and their impression of other coverage.
The questions then got more specific, addressing the role of advocacy, their sources, and
incorporating race into coverage of maternal mortality.

Journalist participants were Sarah Fentem, a White female health reporter who covers
medical news for St. Louis Public Radio (NPR Affiliate). Rochaun Meadows-Fernandez,
a Black female health journalist who writes cultural pieces about Black health. Her articles
on Black maternal mortality were published in Forbes and the Washington Post. Dr.
Cynthia Greenlee is a Black female who works as a Senior Editor for an online re-
productive health publication (Rewire.News). Nina Martin is Latina, who works for
ProPublica, where she covers gender and sexuality issues for the investigative outlet.
Their professional journalism experience ranges from about 3 years to more than 30 years,
and all had at least a bachelor’s degree, with two having a master’s, and one a doctorate.

Using the coding framework developed by Spiggle (1994), the interview content was
analyzed and categorized by “identifying a chunk or unit of data as belonging to, rep-
resenting, or being an example of some more general phenomenon” (1994: 493). Using
the categories of the codes, the researcher can then “define and explain the underlying
meaning of these elements” (Lindlof and Taylor, 2011: 248). Employing this categori-
zation method led to the themes shown in the findings.

Findings

Important topic: handle with care. Interviews with participants showed that they all thought
Black maternal mortality was an important issue that should be handled with care.
Through the conversations, we found their introductions to the topic were unique, and
their approach in telling the story varied. Fentem viewed maternal mortality as her
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responsibility to cover “any kind of large health problem that’s affecting any large swath
of any demographic.” She mentioned that due to her health coverage, she had already
produced several infant and maternal mortality stories, but the way she was telling them
had changed. She was introduced to her story about a village of Black Doulas through
another reporter who shared contacts with her.

This topic, and the coverage produced, was much more personal for the other three
journalists who spent years working on women’s health issues. Martin says that while
doing work with ProPublica, she started to go to conferences and hear “surprising
statistics” about C-sections and maternal health on “complications and deaths.” After
investigating, she found additional connections to the topic, including co-workers who
had an interest, and a personal connection with a family member who nearly died.

Personal experiences were also a strong force to drive Meadows-Fernandez’s coverage
of maternal mortality. Her first birthing experience was “traumatic,” which made her feel
alienated. However, it was not until she started writing about her experiences as a
breastfeeding Black mother that she started seeing statistics about disparities within the
medical system, which “opened” her eyes to this topic as part of a “larger chain of things.”
Meadows-Fernandez said, “I’m like, ‘How many Black women have issues like me?’
Then you find out. I got the easy end of the deal; a lot of us are actually dying at 4–5 rates
higher than White women are.” This personal experience eventually led her to cover
Black mental health, sexual health, and many more health issues for several national
publications such as The Washington Post and Forbes.

Dr. Greenlee, a Sr. Editor of reproductive health at an online publication, said she was
first introduced to the topic many years ago after she watched a news story about an
HBCU (Historically Black College and University) student who died in her dorm room
while pregnant. At the time, she wrote about it because it was “quite striking” to her. Many
years later, Dr. Greenlee approached this story while covering comprehensive public
health, which she believes cannot be ignored as a piece of a much larger puzzle of health-
related disparities affecting women of color.

The need for journalistic responsibility

A statistic mentioned by every participant was, “Black women die at a rate three to four
times higher than White women.” Although this statistic is widely used and demonstrates
the racial disparity in maternal health, Martin argued, “it was just out…nobody was really
trying to figure out what was happening or how it fits into the bigger picture.”Meadows-
Fernandez echoed this thought:

I see fellow writers covering maternal mortality, and they cover it in 1200 words and
sometimes up to 2000 words and they think it is justifiable and it is fine to dedicate maybe
30 of those words to “and Black women and other marginalized groups are at a higher
rate.” Like, no baby, you cannot write a whole piece about maternal mortality without
having Black women as the lead. Like, we are the physical embodiment of those
experiences.

Her use of the word “we” shows how personal this topic was, but also how her
perspective could frame how she presented the issue. Meadows-Fernandez also
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mentioned that journalists flocked to the statistic without any insight about what it truly
meant, like low-hanging fruit for a headline or top paragraph with no substance or care.
Since the topic was personal to her as a Black woman, she was vocal on her belief that the
coverage should be detailed and nuanced. Martin also reflected on the coverage she had
seen from other journalists:

There were a lot of stories that started to appear about BlackMothers and about this disparity.
And the stories were like...the real problem is that so many Black women are dying three to
four times as White women. But then that’s all they would say…Wewere like, okay, well, we
have something that goes way deeper than that.

Dr. Greenlee agreed, saying

It is a specialized coverage area that very few people, even health reporters are really
equipped to handle. There are issues about how we talk about race and the body. There are
issues about how reluctant almost everybody is to talk about structural racism and health care.
There are issues about how we as journalists get our sources and how much work we’re
willing to do or can do given the constraints of deadlines...There are issues around whose
stories we believe are valid.

Meadows-Fernandez, Martin, and Dr. Greenlee all shared the same impression of
typical Black maternal mortality coverage—the feeling that journalists are not equipped to
handle this topic, and they do not have the time or resources to properly nuance the story.
This shared viewpoint echoes prior research by Wallington, et al. which found that the
journalists themselves often feel this same tension when trying to report on health
disparities based on social inequalities (2010).

Racism is too complicated to report

Some journalists found racism easier to discuss and include in their coverage than others.
For instance, Dr. Greenlee mentioned talking about race as a matter of “who,” in the target
audience for a story:

It might be a way you would open if you had a primarily Black audience or group of people.
For Black Americans, it is not much of a jump to say health care providers can be racist. This
is most of our experiences. But what would happen when you say that to White people? So,
part of the question is our audiences and how much we’re willing to push audiences.

Although this may be a point to push the envelope with audiences, race, for minority
journalists when discussing systemic issues with the healthcare system, runs deep.
Decisions on which interviews to air, which story to air first, and how to explain racism as
a plausible reason for a woman’s death, were just a few of the many decisions the
journalists grappled with while trying to tell the stories of Black mothers. Martin said, “I
didn’t want to have a really great story about a White woman and have a not great story
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about a Black woman, that just felt really, really wrong. Especially since I felt like Shalon
Irving’s story was, in many ways, a lot more important.” The journalists often found
themselves going back and forth on decisions and discussions with their news/editorial
teams because of the struggle to report racism. Martin discussed this struggle in more
detail:

As we were talking and looking at research and really try and wrap our heads around the story
of Shalon Irving, it was like, well, okay, it’s racism. But how do you say racismwithout…you
know, racism, and the ways that racism were factors…in her death. How do you…say that in
a way that feels meaningful and not activism, right? Because… that’s what Black Mama’s
Matter was saying …it’s racism, it’s racism, it’s racism!

Participants repeatedly mentioned how challenging it is to tell stories about maternal
mortality when they see a clear connection to institutional racism. They said it was
difficult for fellow journalists to tell stories about pain and death and connect it to race.
The expectation of the journalistic standard of objectivity created an environment
where the journalists felt they needed to have reliable sources and some sort of proof to
connect the issue to racism. Fentem talked about being a White reporter who was invited
into this space and how she wanted to be respectful in covering this issue with sensitivity
and thoughtfulness.

It is something about being a Black mother in America that makes you more likely to
die… I do not think it is just having brown skin. I think that obviously, you are looking at
institutional problems, chronic stress, like decades of it, you are looking at less likely
having access to health care in a lot of these situations…You are looking at a population
that has a higher rate of other health problems like diabetes. I do not think it is one thing,
but I think you are looking at systemic issues that are…intersectional systemic issues.

Dr. Greenlee agreed, mentioning how tough it is to demonstrate some claims by
women in a sequence for audiences to understand. She added this is a tough story for any
reporter to cover regardless of their race. “It might be even more difficult for Black
reporters to talk about it, because people may always default to thinking we’re just always
crying about racism. Whereas there are reasons to be crying racism in the health care
system.”Martin says over a year of working with her team and collaborators atNPR, there
were growing pains with understanding how race was intertwined in this issue, including
unknown racial stigmas and stereotypes they had to deal with but never anticipated.

All journalists we interviewed brought up the issue of pain and Black women being
ignored as a common thread within the stories. Meadows-Fernandez shared textbook
examples of misconceptions that Black women have a higher pain tolerance. A notion she
said has a strong, sad, historical context:

An assumption of the slave population which connects to Black people being treated as
animals and not human. And…for some people, it’s like that’s a reach, and it’s like look, the
bridges are clearly there that show the way these historical concepts about Black value, about
Black pain, about Black life. All of those things connect with how our race as Black folks in
America has impacted our reproductive health and our medical system experiences.
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Using strong sources to give a voice to voiceless women

The journalists in this study who carefully crafted the stories of maternal mortality believe
they are giving a voice to Black women in their health care, particularly Black mothers
who are silenced and ignored by the media, their doctors, society, and health care workers.
Throughout the interviews, the journalists mentioned how critical it was for them to use
women as sources and work together to be a voice for voiceless women mistreated during
one of their most sacred and vulnerable times, childbirth. Their work is supported by
counter-storytelling which Solórzano and Yossso (2002) describe as elevating the
conversation and educating the audience about a marginalized group. One way journalists
worked to give a voice to women who had died was to talk to loved ones about their
memory and give readers a personal connection to the statistics.

Sources are a considerable part of the story for journalists within this study. Each
journalist elaborated on how they took great pride in making sure the sources in their
stories are representative of the group and the issue they are investigating. They prioritized
based on race and/or expertise in the field. Fentem said, “I think especially if you’re
looking at a population base problem, you need to have the majority of your sources from
that population. You can’t have people explaining what they are. They have to tell their
own story.” Meadows-Fernandez, a Black female reporter, agreed: “I feel like the best
people to provide me insight into this topic are Black women…Black women doctors,
Black women doulas, Black women midwives, Black women victims.” Dr. Greenlee
agreed:

I think that Black reporters are more likely to include Black sources. And what that means is
that if you look at the research…most of the people who are doing the cutting-edge research
about this issue tend to be Black and brown people. So, I think that there’s an obvious
connection between who’s doing the writing and who gets cited and the framing of the issue.
Which is not saying every Black reporter is more likely to cite Black folks. One of the
constraints of the job is that you write a piece, especially on deadline, and you google stuff
and try to figure out who to talk to, which means that you already have a sample bias.

Martin discussed the responsibility of journalists to make sure they are doing their
homework by selecting and interviewing sources. She says she always uses women as
experts when quoting in stories. However, Martin found it “enraging” that other jour-
nalists would continue to quote men on stories about women, especially when they are not
the leading expert. She tweeted about it after aWashington Post reporter mostly talked to
men, one of which was an expert in abortions. Dr. Greenlee mentioned that some
publications neglect taking their time as journalists and instead haphazardly interview,
“the head of the think-tank, they want someone who is a big name, and they sometimes
don’t think about the people doing the research.” This seemed problematic to her because
she believed behind-the-scenes experts could be potentially more versed on the topic than
the popular talking head.

Fentem talked about how expert sources like doctors or professors, someone who has
experienced the issue, and some sort of data source are essential to encapsulate the issue of
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Black maternal mortality. She even shared a story of a White doctor whom she knew she
could contact as a source but hesitated because she wanted to be careful not to make her
the focus of the story. Meadows-Fernandez mentioned a similar dilemma regarding using
a particular professor as a source. Meadows-Fernandez also mentioned that by speaking to
fellow African Americans about maternal mortality as sources for stories, being of the
same race cut out a lot of explanations they felt needed to be “translated” when talking to
someone of another race. She described how certain commonalities and lived experiences
from African Americans allowed them to be more relatable in describing specific topics
such as institutional racism, arguing how it may be tougher to explain this to someone who
may have never experienced it.

Not an advocate, but I advocate

There were mixed emotions about the topic of Black maternal mortality as it relates to
advocacy. Overall, the idea that journalists were advocating was not well-received by the
participants in this study, much like prior studies have shown (Nishikawa, et al., 2009).
Journalists typically hold fast to the unspoken rule of objectivity in their coverage, mostly
to stave off accusations of bias. Therefore, advocacy does not feel natural but potentially
career-threatening. However, several participants mentioned that because of this topic,
there were allowances made regarding thoughts of advocacy. Fentem said:

I definitely have a mission to inform. Advocacy is difficult. I’ve worked in different places
and some places are more comfortable taking stances than others…I think there are certain
things that you can advocate for that are just sort of common sense...I don’t want to see
women die in childbirth; I don’t want to see babies die in childbirth. I don’t want to see Black
women discriminated against at the hospital…so, if I can advocate against racism and death
that’s great.

Dr. Greenlee discussed how some people describe her as a “reproductive justice
advocate.”However, she mentioned that while she writes commentaries and analyses, she
has not done much in the realm of advocacy. She also described having some “journalistic
discomfort” with being seen as an advocate. Dr. Greenlee said:

I think that all of us as journalists are advocates in some way. Maybe not advocate for a
particular issue or a particular stance on that issue. I think that if you are a working journalist,
that most of us share a fundamental function that one...we believe in freedom of in-
formation… And two…we believe that there should be some accountability of government
and public institutions. In some ways that makes us advocates for the public, just in a very
inherent sense beyond advocating for a particular policy or a social justice movement.

Meadows-Fernandez spoke about the notion of “objectivity” being tilted to a
mainstream standard. She did not necessarily call herself an advocate but expressed that
her personal experiences could put her in an expert or advocacy role at times. However,
Martin was clear that she was not an advocate. She said, “I can’t. That’s not my job. I ca’t
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do that. That’s their [advocacy groups] job to advocate; mine is to report.” She mentioned
that others could use her work to build their case about maternal mortality. Advocacy
groups using the journalists’work to advance and support their cause echoes the argument
for media advocacy made by Winett and Wallack that “media advocacy is not done for
people. Media advocacy is done by people” (1996). Martin went on to say that several
organizations asked her to speak on panels, and she had to be thoughtful in which she
accepted. For example, she mentioned she would not feel comfortable testifying before
Congress about the issue. Mainly as her award-winning piece produced by ProPublica
and NPR had much publicity through advocacy groups, media, and the legal world.

On an organizational level, advocacy was described as somewhat of a fundamental
human right. However, it was evident that the line was drawn on taking a political stance,
and that journalists were tasked to tell the story and hold the powerful accountable. During
the interviews, it was clear that the role of advocacy is one that is not necessarily
comfortable for the participants to discuss or claim as their role. Although the journalists
wanted to side with fundamental human rights, they were skeptical about being called an
advocate. This is because advocacy does not follow a “believed” primary tenet of
American journalistic standards: objectivity (Donsbach and Klett, 1993). As previously
mentioned, “objective” is not present in the Code of Ethics for the SPJ (Author
Anonymous, n.d.). However, it is evident these journalists struggled with the idea
that they would be “advocates.” Tuchman (1972) argues that objectivity is a “strategic
ritual” used by journalists. Although the journalists wanted change, they were careful not
to take on an advocacy role actively. Instead, journalists felt they had a place to report the
facts, and then audiences, lawmakers, and health professionals could decide how to
handle the rest.

The celebrity influence of serena williams

However, describing the story of Serena Williams’ Meadows-Fernandez was critical
about the treatment the tennis icon experienced stating, “the only box that consistently
existed in her experience was her Blackness.” She added Williams’ story validated that it
was not a class issue as she had “access to the best health care money can buy.” The impact
of Serena Williams’ personal story in Vogue was brought up by participants regularly
throughout the interview process and mentioned first (Clark, 2018; Haskell, 2018).
Fentem discussed how integral it was for a “world class athlete” to share her personal
story to elevate the conversation into mainstream media. She said that Williams was a
“hero” for sharing her account, and that she gave credibility to the issue, especially the
inclusion of race. Dr. Greenlee mentioned the added attention of Williams was an eye-
opener for many, including general assignment reporters nationwide who never reported
on maternal health but were “compelled to write a story” on this “specialized beat.”
Martin had already spent a year reporting on the issue of Black Maternal Mortality with
their investigative series, Lost Mothers, when Williams’ story was published.

We published, we went on Christmas vacation, …and then we came back, and Serena
Williams had published her story. And the Serena Williams story was like everything we
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had just published, but all encapsulated in one very well-known woman. And that, that is
kind of when it all really took-off.

The media coverage of Williams was intertwined within mainstream media coverage
of Black maternal mortality. Since these journalists had already spent time dissecting and
developing the layers of the issue, they sawWilliams’ story as launching the conversation
into mainstream coverage, but not necessarily changing how they approached their work.
Beyoncé was also discussed in the interviews as a famous Black woman with a higher
social class, status, and health care access who dealt with maternal health issues. Several
of the participants mentioned, “media coverage has at least made it easier,” about both
celebrity stories appearing in the media. Several referred to people being able to recognize
the issue due to celebrity struggle, and maternal mortality being “hashtaggable.”

Discussion and Conclusion

This study adds depth to prior research on the difficulty of adhering to presumed
journalistic norms, especially concerning nuanced coverage on systemic issues involving
racism (Nishikawa, et al., 2009). In following these “norms,” women journalists in this
study aimed to be objective and not take a position as advocates, while balancing their
work to frame this topic as a public health issue (Wallack and Dorfman, 1996). By
purposefully centering Black women, doctors, and families in stories as sources; the
journalists elevated their voices in a broader, societal view to shed light on the experiences
of Black women (Solórzano and Yosso, 2002). Through their work, media advocacy and
counter-storytelling exist for telling the story of Black maternal mortality adding context
to racism as a systemic issue in healthcare. Nina said:

There’s been a lot of different ways that women have, have been finding their voice and Black
women in particular are finding their voice around maternal health and around health issues
and really kind of demanding to be heard and to have a place in helping craft legislation and
craft policy and research and everything around this topic.

Nina felt the work her team was doing as journalists made a difference in ensuring,
“maternal health is seen as being something that is a public health issue.” All the
journalists in this study felt they were making a change, whether this was measured in
accountability to those in power, informing the public, or even helping some recognize
implicit biases. Journalists discussed the complex nature of investigating maternal
mortality and the unanticipated stigmas and stereotypes which were uncovered with
grieving families. Journalists are tasked with telling personal stories and providing first-
hand accounts but feel that they must also provide some sort of proof when explaining this
issue to the public. Racism is not always explicit, but describing it as mostly implicit may
mean that certain behaviors or practices go unchecked.

These four women journalists were chosen because of their publications, the quality of
their projects, and the platform they used to publish. Their voices have the power to be
prominent in the media coverage, and yet, at some point they all discussed the influence of
celebrity to generate a mainstream conversation on this topic for other outlets to cover this
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issue. Although interviewing more journalists may offer additional insight, these women
health journalists offer in-depth coverage on a topic that was personal to them. Inter-
viewing men who have covered this topic could be valuable and offer an interesting layer
for future exploration. A content analysis could also add more depth.

As described by Wallack and Dorfman (1996) “media advocacy is a tool for shifting
power back to the community” to “amplify the community’s voice” (p. 314). Although the
journalists in this study did not explicitly work to be advocates, threatening their
journalistic norms, they were mechanisms for media advocacy through providing counter-
narratives on the topic of Black maternal mortality. This is a point which is important to
the work of journalists who report on a wide range of issues which require nuance such as,
maternal health. Overall, this topic is a challenge for health care workers, researchers,
lawmakers, journalists, and the public. There is no easy answer, but the journalists
covering the issue can start the conversation through their approach to provide a counter-
narrative (Solórzano and Yosso, 2002). The practice of using the voices of marginalized
groups to tell their story is an important lesson. The journalists were clear they were not
taking a hard stance on their position as advocates; however, they did feel as if elevating
the stories of Black women helped frame this topic as important.
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